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time seemed __ Armstrong and Alen explored the moon's 
Impossible. surface and experienced the delights of 
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‘80,000 Attempts to land onthe moon, allt one 
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In the early 1980’s, a handful of scientist 
began to think about going back to the 

= moon. Engineer David Criswell 
- designed solar power stations that 
could be set up on the moon to provide 
energy to the earth. He estimated that 

|. the first lunar stations could produce 
50 billion watts of energy a year. 

However, going to the 
moon is still so 
expensive, that no one 
has yet made plans to 
go back. 

Today, 30 years after Apollo 11’s first came to be. And when we looked 
lunar footsteps, no one can say when back at Earth from all that 
humans will return to the moon. Until distance, we saw a beautiful, 
they do, it is important to remember precious world - a sight that has 

- what the Apollo missions gave us. On inspired us to take better care of 
those historic flights, humans made the planet we call home. Finally, 
their first journeys from their home Apollo showed us that when we 

orld. We learned try hard enough, we can 
g accomplish things that seem 
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THOW IT WORKS! 
| 1. BRAINSTORM 

BUILD/AND, PROGRAM YOUR OWN 

iLEGOJROBOTS 
Combine the Power of 
_your PC with the RCX to 
Create Amazing Robots! 
Visit www.legomindstorns. co ———— 
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(lime Cruisers) 

From the deep 
underground universe, 
Tim and Ingo were 
zapped onwards and 
landed right on the 
railway tracks where 

further adventures await = 

TIME CRUISERS 

‘Goodness! That was no. 
gentle landing...and rg 
‘on the railway line too 

What on 
earth? Are you 

stuck? Are you nuts? 
‘You crazy monkey! 



Hey, there is 
‘someone on the 
railway track! 

BRAKE! 

What are you doing on the track? 
We only managed to stop in time 
because this is our new hyper- 
modem automatic Alp Express! 

Yes, iis most embarrassing..but 
you see, my monkey is stuck fetch some tools so we can free 

Oh, 1800, How odd! twit 
him as soon as possible. 

what a mess! 

lam sorry for 
boing so much 
trouble.,.Sigh! Yes, Ingo is always, 

full of pranks...but this 
is nothing compared | 
to what he can get up | 
to. Quick, turn to 
the next page 
to find out! 9 
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After Ingo is freed from 
the railway tracks, they 

| were given a ride to the 
nearest train station. On 
the way there... 

XN 

TIME CRUISERS 
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|| Get the guard 
to radio the 
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to.stop the train! 
We are not letting 

that thi got 

{Leave me alone! 
want to got to 

Heyl There is @ monkey 
‘on my train! | am not 

Shaving that! 
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Can you help 
| Santa’s lit 

- helpers from { 
bricks? 

> 
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Ready for the most fantastic 



Make sure you put your name. membership creation on the Back’ of the photograph of the next two issues of the LEGO Werk these cool LEGO prizes 
Terms ond Conditions 
1. Competition is only open to LEGO World 

Club members 
2. Participants must be under the age 

of 16. 
See nme nies tlt 
Feo araindrliaclon es ea litre 

5. ise om ist caBIG Gas 

= 

number, age and the name of your 
ur photograph is featured in either 
Club magazine, you will win one of 
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| Go deep underground with the daring Rock Raiders. Your mission isto dig up rare brickonium crystals. These cool 

‘there-dark, deep and dangerous. And watch out for the Rock Monsters! 

MGSO or wrrceens 
LOADES-DOZER S> sass 
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‘The Granite Grinder cuts through the 
hardest rocks. Its polished chrome dri 
Spins tke atop, turing big boulders into any pebbles: And he eet on this Ride the undersoun apis. Foving robot move back ad forth rivers an lakes th th wd ater cote Lak or bichon | {rystas and fond rocts onto the 

Backot the Rapid Rider. 
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Now there is a new way to play with LEGO bticks! Speed through 12 different 
tracks in 4 LEGO Worlds. Race against up to 5 other opponents or challenge a 

{rend in spit sereen mode, Be in control of your desian and stretch yo 
Imagination to the limit. Available 
‘on PC CD-ROM, PlayStation J 
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